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Captcha Dataset Release Agreement 

 

This captcha dataset includes captcha images and their corresponding labels of 11 current 

captcha schemes used by many of the top-50 popular websites. It is released solely for the 

academic research purpose. Any researcher from any educational institute can use this 

dataset freely for non-commercial purpose. 

To obtain access to the dataset, please read and sign your agreement to the following 

terms and conditions. 

Term and Conditions 

Users must agree to the following terms and conditions for using this dataset: 

     Without our permission, any of, but not limited to, the following behaviors will be 

considered illegal: redistribution, modification, commercial usage of this dataset, 

in any way or form, either entirely or partially.  

All subjects in this dataset are only allowed for demonstration in academic 

publications and presentations. 

As to acknowledgement, any publications using this dataset should acknowledge 

the data by citing the following reference:  

 

Guixin Ye, Zhanyong Tang, Dingyi Fang, Zhanxing Zhu, Yansong Feng, Pengfei Xu, Xiaojiang 

Chen, Zheng Wang, Yet Another Text Captcha Solver: A Generative Adversarial Network 

Based Approach. In Proceedings of 25th ACM Conference on Computer and 

Communications Security, 2018. 

 

@inproceedings{ye2018yet,      

  title = {Yet Another Text Captcha Solver: A Generative Adversarial Network Based 

Approach},   

  author = { Ye, Guixin and Tang, Zhanyong and Fang, Dingyi and Zhu, Zhanxing and Feng, 

Yansong and Xu, Pengfei and Chen, Xiaojiang and Wang, Zheng},   

  booktitle = {The 25th ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security},      

  series = {CCS '18},      

  year = {2018},      

  organization = {ACM}     

  } 

 

All users using the dataset agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless 

information from any and all losses, expense, damages. 
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Your Agreement 

 

  By giving the information below, you have accepted the terms and conditions above. 

 

   Please send the scanned copy of this agreement to gxye@stumail.nwu.edu.cn. After 

your application is approved, you will be emailed a download link and password of 

the dataset, which will be valid for 48 hours. 

 

 

 

Print Name (should be the supervisor/PI of the research lab): 

 

 

 

 

Signature: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Organization: 

 

 

Address: 

 

 

 

 

 

Email: 

 

 

Date: 

mailto:gxye@stumail.nwu.edu.cn

